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CHAPTER ELEVEN

`For Whatever Ales Ye': Women as
Consumers and Producers in Late Medieval
Scottish Towns 1

Elizabeth Ewan

UNTIL RECENTLY, most work on the economy of medieval Scottish towns
has tended to focus on overseas trade, rather than the local economy.
However, some recent studies, with their detailed examinations of goods
and prices, have provided the basis for new assessments of the local
economy.2 This chapter uses late medieval town court records to look at
the role of women in this economy, focusing specifically on brewing. 3 It
will argue that to a large extent women's role on the production 'side of
the economy — manufacturing and retailing — grew out of their role as
consumers, purchasers of goods for the household.

Brewing can reveal much about women's roles in the medieval urban
economy.' Unlike most crafts, it could be carried on intermittently. Ale
was perishable and time-consuming to produce. The most efficient way to
ensure an adequate supply was for households to produce it in rotation,
purchasing more raw material than needed for domestic use and selling
the surplus, then buying ale between hrewings.5 The provision of ale thus
involved women in consumption, production and retailing.

Because regulations for brewing and selling ale are very prominent in
town legislation, there is more surviving evidence about brewing than
most urban crafts. In the thirteenth-century gild laws of Berwick, almost
twenty-five per cent of the laws on trading or marketing were concerned
with brewing. Most laws assumed the brewers were female; they refer to
brewsters (female brewers) or to women who brew. 6 Examining the
brewing industry is one way to get a glimpse into the lives of medieval
townswomen.

Because ale was such an important part of the Scottish diet, towns gave
priority to ensuring an adequate supply for their citizens. Most urban
families relied on purchasing the necessities of life, rather than trying to
supply them all themselves. Buying such goods was thus an integral part
of women's domestic role.7

Around 1500, the poet William Dunbar complained about the noise
and raucousness of Edinburgh market-women. Court cases illustrate
market disputes between sellers and buyers and between customers;
many of those involved were women. They could be discriminating
buyers. A Dunfermline woman irritated a fishseller by picking over his
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fish and then refusing to buy. 8
 Such cases show marketing was an

important part of women's household duties. The laws officially pro-
hibited married women from buying anything with their husband's
money, but an exception was made for necessary purchases, goods for
the household. 9

 Marketing was a common activity for medieval women
and gave them useful skills should they wish or be forced to enter the
world of retailing.'0

As consumers, women benefited from local regulations designed to
ensure a steady supply of necessary foodstuffs to townspeople at reason-
able prices. Town councils regularly declared the assize of bread and ale,
the prices at which they were to be sold. The Aberdeen town records
record the assize every four or five weeks." Penalties for offenders were
high. The offender could have her brewing vessels taken and the bottom
struck out, and be forbidden from brewing for a year and a day. 12 In
England, fines for brewing were imposed so regularly that historians have
argued that they were in reality a tax on the trade. However, as Nicholas
Mayhew has pointed out in his study of Aberdeen brewing, in Scotland
the penalty of being stopped from brewing, and even having one's
cauldron destroyed, as well as the fact that fines could be suspended
during good behaviour, suggests that these were real fines and not
taxes.13

Consumers were protected as far as possible from faulty products.
Town-appointed ale tasters supervised quality and price. 14 Another
concern was false weights and measures. Everyone was to use local
measures, which were checked and marked. In Dundee in 1511 two
women were convicted of using false peck measures. The council warned
that anyone else doing the same would be banished from the town. Jonet
Howlat was banished for the crime in 1513.15

One concern of town governments was that all consumers had an equal
chance to buy; the motivation was partly self-interest for they were
themselves consumers, and partly a wish to preserve social harmony.
Rules were intended to protect the local market's integrity in the interests
of both consumers and vendors. On market days, all commodities were to
be brought to the market and certain goods such as wheat, bread, barley,
malt and ale were to be sold at specified prices. Goods were to be
displayed openly so that all had an equal chance to buy, with those
purchasing household supplies being given the chance to buy before
processors or those who bought to resell later. No-one was to purchase
goods before they came to the market." As far as possible, towns
attempted to cut out the middleman or woman between the producer
and the consumer in the local economy, although ironically that very role
was the basis of the fortune of many overseas traders.

The urban regulations prescribed an ideal, one not always met, judging
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both by the number of times the laws were promulgated and the numbers
of people prosecuted for breaking them. Many consumers bought illeg-
ally. Vendors brought goods to the town secretly or produced them in
town and sold them privately from house to house, either at a cheaper
rate to undercut competitors who paid market tolls, or more expensively
at times of shortage.' 7 Townsfolk forestalled the market, buying up
goods outside the town and then reselling them. Such vendors might
only sell to favoured customers, instead of to all. In Dundee in 1523
Jonkyn Inch's wife was accused of only selling ale to those she chose,
while in 1521 Janet Howlk was accused of buying barley in great quantity
before it came to market and keeping it in her house to sell, along with
eggs, butter, poultry and cheese.' 8 This practice was severely punished by
town councils who attempted to ensure that all goods from outside the
burgh came to the market cross where, in theory at least, all had an equal
chance to buy. Janet was warned that if she was caught again she would
be banished from the town. Brewsters sold ale privately to neighbours,
without quality checks and in unofficial measures. Prosecutions show
that women were heavily involved in this underground commerce, as
buyers and sellers.

How did women pay for their purchases? Credit was an essential part
of marketing. Debt cases suggest that deferred payment, sometimes with
goods pledged as security, was often used for small purchases. Barter
might also be used. 19 Credit could be given by buyer or seller. In 1470 an
Aberdeen man charged Alexander Turbe and his wife with not delivering
the twenty-one bolls of wheat that he had bought from them. 20 Pledges
were often common household goods which women had readily avail-
able.

Although many countries officially barred married women from mak-
ing contracts, court records show this did not prevent them in practice.
Studies have suggested that women were involved in ten to fifteen per cent
of credit transactions appearing in the courts. 21 The cases represent only
the tip of credit transactions, successful ones generally leaving no trace.
Many small debts did not come to court, either because the sum was not
worth the expenses to pursue, or because they were verbally contracted,
and difficult to prove. As women tended to be predominantly involved in
such small loans, their participation in credit is even less well-represented
in court records than men's.22

A large number of women's credit transactions involve contracts for
goods for household consumption. A Scottish law stated that brewsters
and bakers had to be willing to sell on credit, although if a customer
defaulted they could refuse to extend credit to that person again. There
are several instances of credit being extended for the purchase or sale of
malt — in Dundee in the i zos about twenty-five per cent of women's
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recorded credit transactions involved malt. 23 Most of the debts were for
irregular amounts rather than rounded sums, implying that they were
payments for exact costs, not loans.24

These transactions show the close relationship between consumption for
household use and production for sale. Most of the recorded purchases
were large enough for there to have been a surplus for sale outside the
household. Such purchases could be used in two ways. Items such as malt
or flour could be processed for household use and any excess sold. Finished
products could be bought in greater quantity than the household required
and sold again in smaller quantities to those who could not afford to buy
wholesale in the market. Women followed both practices with ale.

Women could purchase drink supplies for their families in one of three
forms, barley to be malted and ground, malt to be brewed, or ale. Most
recorded purchases by women are for malt or ale, and it seems likely that
most women alternated between buying malt and ale, although some also
had the facilities and time to process barley. Some town properties had
brewhouses and kilns to produce malt. A kiln in Edinburgh had a
steipstane used in the malting process and a well to provide the necessary
water. is Perth excavations have revealed drying kilns that could he used in
the malting process to end the germination of the barley, while carbonised
grains of barley, accidentally burned in the drying process, have been found
on several urban sites. 26

 Separate ordinances for maltmakers and hrewsters
suggest the two activities were separate by the fifteenth century. Malting
was time-consuming and required space and drying kilns; it was perhaps
carried out more effectively on a professional basis. The sixteenth-century
Perth maltmakers were organised as a separate craft, although not formally
incorporated. Maltmaking fit the patterns of women's work less well than
brewing, and it appears that, although there were women maltsters, the
industry was dominated by men.27

Brewing was a skill expected of all adult medieval women. Brewing
equipment was part of the possessions of most urban households.
Inheritance laws ordered burgesses to pass on to their heirs a lade and
mashing vat, a wort vat, cauldrons and kettles. Records of inheritance
goods often included brewing implements. In Dunfermline in 1506 the
goods included several large vessels for holding ale, a masking vat, and a
measure.28

Brewing was ideally suited to women's work patterns which tended to
be temporary, short-term and fitted around other household responsi-
bilities. Unlike men who generally followed one craft for life, women had
to be adaptable, changing occupations with their marital status, the
occupation of father or husband, and differing family responsibilities
through the life-cycle. 29

 Medieval legislation recognised this by officially
allowing women to follow several occupations while attempting, without
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great success, to restrict men to one. Scottish gild ordinances restricted the
pursuits of their members, but wives were allowed to carry on secondary
occupations — many craftsmen's wives appear as brewsters. One law
ordered craft families making ale to use a different lade to brew in than
they used for their crafts — as this was addressed to dyers, shoemakers,
and butchers, one can understand the authorities' concern.30

Studies elsewhere have shown that up to half of a community's families
could be involved in producing ale for sale at some point in their life
course. Although we lack population figures for Scottish towns which
would enable us to quantify this, the lists of brewsters that appear for
Edinburgh and Aberdeen suggests that brewing was very common among
urban families. In Aberdeen eighty-eight women were amerced in 1472,
over 150 in 1509; in Edinburgh i ro brewsters were amerced in 1499.31

Studies of English brewers suggest most brewed only intermittently; the
Scottish evidence seems to fit this pattern. Early laws distinguished amon
those who brewed three times a year or less, half a year and all year.3
Many brewsters engaged in other remunerative activities as well. Some
baked bannocks of barley or oats which competed with the baxters'
wheat loaves — in Aberdeen women appeared before the courts for this
almost as often as for brewing. The occupations which women undertook
varied between towns. In Peebles, the authorities assumed most bakers
were women, while in Aberdeen and Edinburgh baking was largely
practised by men. 33 Some women undertook a variety of activities to
raise income, not all of them legal. In 1468 Ellen Bessat of Aberdeen was
charged with being not only a brewster and a cake baker, but also a seller
of second-hand shoes and a receiver of stolen goods.34

Most women brewed their own ale and then sold it, but there were also
other arrangements. In Dundee in 1521 John Robertson and his wife
agreed to brew ale for Will Lawson for a year, he providing the malt, and
giving them a boll of malt in payment. Will may have been a maltster -
later he pursued a woman for a debt of twenty-two shillings that she owed
him for malt.35

Which women brewed? Married women usually dominate the lists -
seventy-eight out of eighty-eight were wives in Aberdeen in 1472, eigh-
teen out of twenty-nine in Dundee during the early 15zos. 36 The excep-
tion is Dunfermline where in 1490-1521 thirty-five women of single or
unclear status appear as opposed to eight married women. Men may have
been answering for their wives as David Fawsid did in 11491. In 1493
eleven brewsters were amerced, seven men and four women; the women
were all single, suggesting that wives were answering under their hus-
band's name. 37 Because brewing was a household activity which involved
several members of the household, it was most easily carried out if a
woman had the support of a household.
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Although most women sold ale intermittently and mainly to supple-
ment the household income, brewing could be profitable enough to be a
full-time profession. In z 53o the Edinburgh council commented in disgust
that it seemed as though every servant woman who could save five or six
merks (about £z) set up on her own as a brewster or huckster selling ale.
Even if she could not afford her own brewing equipment, she could hire it,
a practice the council tried to prohibit. The authorities preferred brewing
to be done by wives who combined it with their other duties; the idea of
independent women was anathema to the officials. If women brewed,
they should do so within a household. Servants could `brew upon their
own adventure', giving part of the ale to the mistress, but later the council
ordered all suspicious women living alone to leave the town and restricted
brewing and selling ale to freemen, their wives and widows, unless the
brewster had a special licence. In 1 54 6 the council insisted brewsters be
married women or widows.38

Despite the authorities' preferences, women from all parts of burgh
society brewed for sale. 39

 The authorities in fact allowed for this by
permitting women who did not fit into the stipulated categories to apply
for licences. Another way to allow such women to participate was to sell
them stallanger licenses which permitted them to set up a stall and sell in
the market without being burgesses. 4

° Some women could not even
afford the stallanger fee. Edinburgh town council had to stress that its
prohibitions against people trading unless they were burgesses or stal-
langers referred to all traders including brewsters. Brewsters had to be
honest and substancious persons' and licensed to brew, 41 otherwise they

could be banished.

Periodic attempts were made by town governments to restrict brewing
to the upper reaches of urban society. In Edinburgh in the early sixteenth
century it was restricted to burgess families. Aberdeen adopted a two-
price policy restricting the brewing of the most expensive ale to gild
brethren in 1442. 42

 As with similar restrictive ordinances elsewhere,
however, these seem to have been short-term responses to particular
situations, and were likely ignored by many. In Edinburgh in 1

53 0, 314
brewsters swore to keep the statutes on the price of ale. Over one-tenth of
the women broke the statutes again the following year. The council also
banned the selling of ale from Leith, 4;

 implying that many of the women
were retailers rather than brewers. Perhaps one of the reasons that
brewing suited women was that it was difficult to supervise, making it
easy to evade regulations, especially if it was not clear whether the
brewing was for domestic use or sale.

Through their experience as consumers, women learned marketing
skills — the best places to sell, seasonal fluctuations in supply and demand,
who were trustworthy suppliers. Knowledge of local families' needs, useful
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for selling door-to-door, came from friendship networks, developed in
common tasks such as fetching water or helping with childcare and
marketing, and conversations with neighbours.' Such skills were integral
to women's urban life. Ale suited this type of distribution — because it
soured quickly, there was little incentive to buy it in large quantities at the
market. It was a commodity in demand among visitors to the burgh who
might consume it on the street or in an alehouse, rather than carry it
home.45

 It was also in demand at public building projects. In Dunfermline
three women were paid for providing ale for workers on the town ports.46

Retailers included brewsters selling their own product. Burgh laws
stipulated that, when they had ale ready, they must erect an ale-stake to
indicate they had ale for sale and summon the ale-taster to check its
quality and declare the price.47

 However, because ale was sold through-
out the town, not only in the market, prices were hard to enforce. More
women were charged with breaking the assise of ale than any other crime.

Tapsters bought ale and sold it in small measures, in the street or door
to door. Some were hired by brewsters. 48 Retailing of foodstuffs was a
common activity for women. In Dunfermline in 1490 four women were
amerced as `dry tapsters', sellers of small measures of ale. 49 Hucksters
were disliked by authorities who saw them profiting from a commodity
without adding any value to it. Most towns passed statutes to ensure that
hucksters could only buy goods after the burgesses had first chance to buy
at the market, or that they were licensed by the town. 50 They were
tolerated for performing a necessary function by providing necessities for
the poor who could not afford to buy in large quantities at the market or
from brewsters who usually sold their ale in gallon measures. Huckstering
also provided an income for those who otherwise had to rely on charity.51
They helped dispose of poor quality produce which might have been
wasted. Huckstering was closely related to women's role as consumers.

Some women ran alehouses. As well as serving customers in the
alehouse, the owners provided drink to townspeople who brought their
own measures and carried it home. 52 This latter activity avoided some of
the hazards caused by drunken customers. A Dunfermline woman ejected
such a customer from her house and locked the door on him. However, he
had already paid for his drink and sued her for his money.53

In England, brewing in the sixteenth century became increasingly
dominated by men. S4 Unlike many crafts, the brewsters never formed
a gild, although on occasion they were recognised as having a collective
identity. In 152-7 the Aberdeen council ordered the bakers, brewsters and
fleshers to decorate the burgh for a royal visit, each one for their own
craft. ss For other crafts, recognition of a craft identity led to incorpora-
tion as a guild. This did not happen with ale-brewing, perhaps because the
activity was dominated by women 56 (although a few women were
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members of the London guild of brewers). S ' Women, barred from P
political office, could not lead their own craft.

From i 508 Edinburgh leased out its common lands for large-scale
malting operations, 58 making possible a larger, more capital-intensive
brewing industry. The late medieval introduction to Scotland of beer that
lasted longer and did not need to be produced as frequently, made it less
suitable for those who only wished to participate occasionally on a small
scale. It required the purchase of expensive hops, imported from overseas,
putting it beyond the financial means of small-time brewers and breaking
the link between consumption and production. As with many crafts, the
move towards professional organisation helped lead to the increasing
exclusion of women, at least at the more profitable levels of the occupa-
tion. 59 It has been argued that the professionalisation of the Edinburgh
beer-brewing industry, marked by the establishment of the Society of
Brewers in 1596, `probably did more than any single other act to
undermine the economic status of women, whether as wives or wi-
dows.'60 However, as Mayhew argues, there is no evidence that women's
involvement in ale-brewing declined as a result.61

Although ale-brewing was crucial to the town's well-being, it did not
confer high status on those involved. Partly this was due to a traditional
dislike of food purveyors; because of their dependence on them, custo-
mers suspected them of dishonest practices and price-gouging. 62 Officials
suspected their honesty. Ale-tasters were to taste ale outside the brew-
ster's home, not after they had `filled their bellies' drinking inside the
house.63 Since ale could impair the judgement, it was easy to suspect the
worst of the seller. But the status of brewing probably suffered most from
the fact that most brewsters only engaged in the occupation part-time and
informally in a time of growing organisation and professionalisation of
urban industry. Brewing was a secondary occupation which grew out of
women's primary role as providers of food and drink for their families. In
the urban world, this meant that their role as producers was closely linked
to their role as consumers.
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